1. Call to Order
2. Student Government Mission Statement
3. Invocation – Sen. Walker
4. Roll Call – Sen. Oitzman
5. Open Forum – IVP Crawford
6. Motion to Amend Agenda – Sen. Garvis
7. Swearing in of Executive Branch Members – President Kelliher, External Vice President Tufenkjian
   a. Director of Affordability – President Kelliher, Mr. Patel
   b. Director of Policy – President Kelliher, Ms. Peterson
   c. Director of Extra University Relations – EVP Tufenkjian, Ms. Berthelot
8. Confirmation of Judicial Branch Members – President Kelliher, Chief Justice Splaine
9. Electoral Commissioner – Ms. Johnson
   b. Debate
      i. PRO – Sen. Tesfai
10. Motion to End on Unbalanced Debate – Sen. Jeha
11. VOTE for CONFIRMATION OF MS. JOHNSON
    a. PASSED 33-0
12. Associate Justice of the Student Court – Ms. Terry
    a. Questions
       i. Question – Sen. Korpi
       ii. Question – Sen. C. Nelson
       iii. Question – Sen. Garvis
    c. Debate
       i. PRO – Sen. Walker
       ii. CON- Sen. Korpi
       iii. PRO – Sen. E. Nelson
13. Motion to the Previous Question – Sen. Valstar
    a. Second – Sen. Walker
14. VOTE for CONFIRMATION OF MS. TERRY
    a. PASSED 33-0
15. Associate Justice of the Student Court – Ms. Morello
    a. Questions
       i. Question – Sen. Korpi
      ii. Question – Sen. Madencia
     c. Debate
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i. PRO – Sen. Palmer
ii. CON – Sen. Korpi
iii. PRO – Sen. Reyes

16. Motion to the Previous Question – Sen. Korpi

17. Motion to vote by Acclimation – Sen. Garvis
   a. Second – Sen. Taylor

18. VOTE for CONFIRMATION OF MS. MORELLO
   a. PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

19. Clerk to the Student Court – Mr. Ortiz
   a. Questions
      i. Question – Sen. C. Nelson
      c. Debate
      i. PRO – Sen. Korpi

20. Motion to End on Unbalanced Debate – Sen. Jeha
   a. Second – Sen. Miller

21. Motion to vote by Acclimation – Sen. Valstar
   a. Second – Sen. Tesfai

22. VOTE for CONFIRMATION OF MR. ORTIZ
   a. PASSED UNANIMOUSLY

23. Associate Justice – Ms. Dye
   a. Questions
      i. Question – Sen. Walker
      ii. Question – Sen. Korpi
      iii. Question – Sen. Jeha
      iv. Question – Sen. Barlow
   c. Debate
      i. PRO – Sen. Jeha
      ii. CON – Sen. Walker
      iii. PRO – Sen. Margaritis
      iv. CON – Ms. Oitzman

24. Motion to the Previous Question

25. Motion to vote by Acclimation – Sen. Jeha
   a. Second – Sen. Miller

26. VOTE for CONFIRMATION OF MS. DYE
   a. PASSED W/ MAJORITY BY ACCLIMATION

27. Motion to Amend the Agenda –Ent. by IVP Crawford, Mvd. By Sen. Korpi
   a. Second – Sen. Taylor

28. Swearing in of Judicial Branch Members – President Kelliher
   a. Swearing in of the Electoral Commissioner – Ms. Johnson
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b. Swearing in of Associate Justice – Ms. Terry
c. Swearing in of Associate Justice – Ms. Morello
d. Swearing in of Clerk to the Student Court – Mr. Ortiz
e. Swearing in of Associate Justice – Ms. Dye

29. SECOND READING

30. SA 69-02 “Howdy”

32. Motion to Allow Outside Members to Speak – Sen. Garvis
   a. Second – Sen. Taylor
33. Introduction of Organization – Ms. Ronk, Pi Beta Phi
34. Questions
   a. Question – Sen. Miller
   b. Question – Sen. Jeha
   c. Question – Sen. Madencia
   d. Question – Sen. Jeha
   e. Question – Sen. Walker
   f. Question – Sen. Jeha
   g. Question – Sen Jeha
   h. Question – Sen. Oitzman
35. Point of Clarification – Sen. Barlow
37. Point of Order – Sen. Korpi
38. Point of Personal Privilege – Sen. Miller
39. Motion to Allow Outside Member to Speak – Sen. Jeha
   a. Second – Sen. Valstar
40. Debate
   a. PRO – Sen. Barlow
   b. CON – Sen. Jeha
   c. PRO – Sen. Madencia
41. Motion to the Previous Question – Sen. Korpi
   a. Second – Walker
42. VOTE
   a. PASSED UNANIMOUSLY BY ACCLIMATION

43. SE 69-01 “AccessiBILLity”

44. Opening Statement – EVP Tufenkjian, President Kelliher
45. Questions
   a. Question – Sen. Korpi
   b. Question – Sen. Walker
   c. Question – Sen. Stigall
   d. Question – Sen. Garvis
   e. Question – Sen. Reyes
   f. Question – Sen. Garvis
   g. Question – Sen. Garvis
47. Debate
   b. CON – Sen. Garvis
   c. PRO – Sen. E. Nelson
   d. CON – Sen. Margaritis
48. Motion to the Previous Question – Sen. Korpi
49. Closing Statement – EVP Tufenkjian
50. VOTE
   a. PASSES 37-0 BY ROLL CALL
51. SE 69-02 “Creditworthy”
53. Questions
   a. Question – Sen. Korpi
   b. Question – Sen. Walker
   c. Question – Sen. Tesfai
   d. Question – Sen. Malone
54. Debate
   a. PRO – Sen. Miller
   b. CON – Sen. Garvis
   c. PRO – Sen. Korpi
55. Motion to the Previous Question – Sen. Jeha
   a. Second – Sen. Villereal
56. Motion to vote by Acclimation – Sen. Jeha
   a. Second – Sen. Taylor
57. VOTE
   a. PASSES UNANIMOUSLY BY ACCLIMATION
58. State of Student Government Reports
   a. Student Government Advisor – Mr. Tanner Vickers
   b. Student Body President – Gracie Kelliher
   c. Student Body External Vice President – Zachary Tufenkjian
   d. Student Body Internal Vice President – Katy Crawford
   e. Student Court Chief Justice – Chief Justice Brigid Splaine
59. Committee Reports
   a. Academic Affairs – Sen. Taylor
   b. Campus Improvements and Affairs – Sen. Garvis
   c. Diversity and Inclusion – Sen Tesfai
   d. Finance – Sen. Jeha
   f. Public Relations – Sen. Miller
60. Announcements
61. Roll Call – Sen. Oitzman
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62. Motion to Adjourn – Sen. Miller

I affirm that the above legislative record accurately reflects the business conducted in the dated session of the 69th Session of the Baylor University Student Senate.

_______________________
Sen. Tate Korpi